' s fate is to bear the s fate is to bear the messiah child, which would be his punishment and messiah child, which would be his punishment and redemption for his horrible treatment of women. redemption for his horrible treatment of women. " "
Feminism Feminism
In this novel, Mother is the center of feminism, and is in In this novel, Mother is the center of feminism, and is in control of her many women followers control of her many women followers Mother has the power to change men into women, and Mother has the power to change men into women, and wants to use this transformation on Evelyn. wants to use this transformation on Evelyn.
They want Evelyn to become the new Eve by impregnating her They want Evelyn to become the new Eve by impregnating her with his sperm so she can bore the new messiah with his sperm so she can bore the new messiah
Biblically, Eve was created from Adam. Biblically, Eve was created from Adam. The women want to be recognized as a the creator, not The women want to be recognized as a the creator, not the creation. the creation. " "Women has been the antithesis in the dialect of creation Women has been the antithesis in the dialect of creation quite long enough quite long enough" " (67) (67) The messiah will be a creation of women to prove that The messiah will be a creation of women to prove that they are essentially the creators. they are essentially the creators.
A reviewer from A reviewer from amazon amazon stated stated " " Everyone knows what the word "passion" means in Everyone knows what the word "passion" means in ordinary usage; it's a strong feeling, often of sexual ordinary usage; it's a strong feeling, often of sexual desire, and generally considered to be the opposite desire, and generally considered to be the opposite of reason. It means something quite different in of reason. It means something quite different in religious terms, though. The word comes from a religious terms, though. The word comes from a Latin root that means "suffering" and originally Latin root that means "suffering" and originally referred to the suffering of Jesus on the cross. Later, referred to the suffering of Jesus on the cross. Later, it came to mean the suffering that would lead a it came to mean the suffering that would lead a person to sainthood, the sensation of leaving one's person to sainthood, the sensation of leaving one's body and joining with God for a time. You can see body and joining with God for a time. You can see the resemblance to eroticism there. Angela Carter the resemblance to eroticism there. Angela Carter certainly did; the protagonist of "The Passion of New certainly did; the protagonist of "The Passion of New Eve" goes through both suffering and ecstasy at Eve" goes through both suffering and ecstasy at various junctures. various junctures. " "
Character Overview Character Overview
Evelyn(Eve Evelyn(Eve ) ) --Englishmen who travels to New York Englishmen who travels to New York takes advantage of women, and uses them for his takes advantage of women, and uses them for his own pleasures. own pleasures. He flees to the desert after leaving behind He flees to the desert after leaving behind Leilah Leilah, a , a girl he ends up sending to the abortion clinic. girl he ends up sending to the abortion clinic. He gets stranded in the desert and then trapped by a He gets stranded in the desert and then trapped by a women who takes him to Mother, a surgeon, who women who takes him to Mother, a surgeon, who wants to transform him into a women. wants to transform him into a women. She then flees and gets trapped again, but this time She then flees and gets trapped again, but this time by a poet, Zero. by a poet, Zero. She is made a slave by Zero, and becomes one of his She is made a slave by Zero, and becomes one of his wives wives Zero Zero Exaggerated negative male traits Exaggerated negative male traits 7 wives, Eve is his 8th 7 wives, Eve is his 8th Treats pet pigs better than wives Treats pet pigs better than wives Rapes Eve, and sleeps with each of his wives Rapes Eve, and sleeps with each of his wives different nights of the week different nights of the week First male encounter for Eve as a woman First male encounter for Eve as a woman an infertile man who refuses to speak in any an infertile man who refuses to speak in any human language and instead howls like a dog. human language and instead howls like a dog. 
Character overview

